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q Data movement accounts for more than 60% of total system energy1

q Emerging nonvolatile memories (NVMs) allow in-place computations

q Resistive NVMs perform matrix-matrix multiplications in constant time

q Magnetic memories perform bulk bitwise logic with unparallel speed

q Compute-in-memory (CIM) paradigms have demonstrated order-of-
magnitude performance and energy benefits

q Programmability of these systems is still a serious challenge

q We will explore the design space of HetCIM systems 
by evaluating different architectural decisions

q We will develop a unified simulation infrastructure 
for HetCIM, based on the one used in OCC3.

q We will develop APIs for the underlying memristive
and RTM CIM devices
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In-RTM hyper-dimensional computing (HDC)2

q HDC is a promising model for efficient inference

q It has challenging combination of bit-level and arithmetic operations

q The in-RTM HDC implementation is an order of magnitude faster and 
energy-efficient compared to the state-of-the-art FPGA 
implementation

CIM using phase change memory (PCM)
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Step 3: Measure output current

q Multi-level IR (MLIR) is a novel compiler 
technology inspired by LLVM that offers 
custom, reusable and extensible abstractions 

q We will leverage MLIR to abstract from 
various CIM devices and develop a multi-
level compilation infrastructure for HetCIM

q We will use the hierarchal analysis to find the 
best suited hardware target

q The progressive lowering enables multi-level, 
device-agnostic/aware optimizations 

CIM using racetrack memory (RTM)
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The Open CIM Compiler (OCC)3

q An MLIR based end-to-end compilation flow for PCM-based CIM systems 

q OCC transparently detects and offloads GEMM like kernels to the CIM 
accelerator

q It performs optimizations to improve performance and PCM lifetime


